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Quick start guide Chessboardtask (2016_v13) (doc v.Oct 20 2016)

Thanks for your interest in the Chessboardtask. You are free to use this test for research purposes.
Read the step by step instruction below on how to use the task:
1. Unzip file (task is not tested on Mac, so only use on PC; note: if the game version has a low
framerate you should use a more powerful PC/better graphics card)
2. Next you see Unity exe file (this can be used to start the task) and the “Chessboardtask
2016_Data” folder (in this folder there is another folder named “output”, this is where you’ll
find the output files; we advise you to open these files using Excel for optimal readability).
3. Open the Unity exe file
4. Next you get an pop-up screen:
Screen resolution: Best is to use the 1920x1080 resolution (else, parts of the task might
fall outside the screen [you can also try what works best]; if you like you can also open
the task within a window).
Click “Play!”
5. The main menu:

6. Controls:
-

The task is operated by mouse or (if available) by touchscreen.
To quit a task before it ends and go back to the main menu press “ctrl key + F11
key”, to quit the program from the main menu press “ctrl key + F11 key”.
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-

To skip a practice block press “ctrl key + Enter key”.
In the game versions there is background music during the trials. The volume of
this music can be adjusted by pressing – or + (less loud or louder resp.) on the
numpad.

7. Under “Task” you can select one of the following tasks (for reference list visit
www.SebastiaanDovis.com or see below):
Standard Chessboardtask NF (no-feedback): the standard version of
the Chessboardtask (as described in Dovis et al., 2012; 2013; 2015a;
2015b) but without direct feedback during the experimental trials. In
this task there is only feedback during the practice trials.
Complex Chessboardtask NF (no-feedback): a new, more complex
version of the Chessboardtask (Dovis et al., in prep; also see description
below) without direct feedback during the experimental trials. In this
task there is only feedback during the practice trials.
Standard Chessboardtask FO (feedback-only): the standard version of the Chessboardtask
(as described in Dovis et al., 2012; 2013; 2015a;2015b) with direct
feedback during the practice and experimental trials.
Complex Chessboardtask FO (feedback-only): a new, more complex
version of the Chessboardtask (Dovis et al., in prep; also see description
below) with direct feedback during the practice and experimental trials.
Standard Chessboardtask Game (gamified version): a gamified
version of the Chessboardtask (as described in Dovis et al., 2012;
2013; 2015a; 2015b).
Complex Chessboardtask Game (gamified version): a gamified and
new, more complex version of the Chessboardtask (Dovis et al., in
prep; also see description below).
Standard Chessboardtask 10E (child): the 10 euro/10 dollar version of
the Chessboardtask (as described in Dovis et al., 2012; 2013;
2015a;2015b) with direct feedback during the practice and experimental
trials.
Complex Chessboardtask 10E (child): a 10 euro/10 dollar version of the
new, more complex version of the Chessboardtask (Dovis et al., in prep;
also see description below) with direct feedback during the practice and
experimental trials.
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Complex Chessboardtask 10E (adult): an adult 10 euro/10 dollar version
of the new, more complex version of the Chessboardtask (Dovis et al., in
prep; also see description below) with direct feedback during the
practice and experimental trials. Difference between the child and adult
version is in the instruction and in the way the money is presented (e.g.
in the 10 euro/dollar child version there are 10 euro coins/dollar bills
presented, whereas this is presented as a single 10 euro/dollar bill).

8. Output: there is a folder named “output”, this is where you’ll find the output files; we advise
you to open these files using Excel for optimal readability). For documentation on how to
calculate the scores of the complex Chessboardtask please contact Sebastiaan Dovis.

Misc.
For questions, testprocedures (information on how to present the tasks to children or adults), norms,
additional translations, other adjustments to the task, reports of bugs, research cooperation’s, or
anything else, please contact Sebastiaan Dovis (s.dovis@uva.nl).
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Also, we have some first norms (although only of about 60-74 typically developing children for most
tasks), but we love to improve these. So please contact us if you are interested in improving the
norms of the Chessboardtask (s.dovis@uva.nl).

Description of complex Chessboardtask (but also, just try it out):

Fig 1. Four experimental trials on the no-feedback version of the Complex Chessboard task. (a) The greenbutton reminder is shown, and the arrowhead-button in the right-bottom corner has to be clicked to start the
rectangle trial. (b) Then the focus screen is presented. (c) First, the first sequence of stimuli (two rectangles
that light up) is presented. (d) Subsequently, the arrowhead-button can be clicked to start the first chessboard
trial, (f) after a focus screen, a colored grid appears; showing green and blue squares ordered in a chessboard
formation; then a sequence of stimuli (squares that light up) is presented one by one. Each stimulus lights up
for 900ms and is followed by an inter-stimulus interval of 500ms. (g) After this sequence of green and blue
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stimuli is presented the participant responds by mouse-clicking on the squares. To respond correctly the
presented stimuli have to be reproduced in a reorganized way: The green stimuli have to be reproduced before
the blue stimuli; both in the same order as presented (the numbers in picture g. show an example of a correct
reorganization). (h) After the response, feedback is presented. (i) After feedback-presentation, the participant
can start the second chessboard trial by clicking on the arrowhead button. (n) After this trial, the participant
can start the third chessboard trial by clicking on the arrowhead button. (s) After this third chessboard trial, the
grid turns grey and the rectangles reappear; the participant should press the green button before he
reproduces the rectangles (this is the only moment that pressing the green button is correct). Only if the green
button is pressed at the correct time the player gets immediate feedback (button turns bright green). (t) Next,
the participant has to reproduce the stimulus presentation of the rectangles trial (see c) in the same order as
presented. (u) After the response, feedback for the rectangles and the green button is presented. (v) Next, the
participant can click the arrowhead-button to continue to a (the next trial).
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